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OF AIR FLOW IN OPEN-THROAT WIND TUNNELS
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SUMMARY
on the 6-inch wind tunnel of the iNationul Adm”siwvCoxinaitteefor Aero- .-. .-.—
.
nau.iik during Zay and June, 1998, toform a part of-a research on open-throat wind tunnels. The
primary objectof this part of the researchwae to study a iype oj air pulsation which ha8 been encoun-
..—-
.—
tered in open-throat tunneb, and to$nd the most satisfactory means of eliminating such pulsations.
In order to 6%this it was necessary to study the effects of different rariables on all of the important -.
charactetitice of the tunnel. This paper gice8not only ifie readts of the study of air pulsation and
methods of elimkzting tbm, but also the e~eots of changing tle exit-oone diameter and$are and tle
effects of air Zeakagefrom tle reiurn pa88age. ..—
It wasfound that b air pulsations in the 64nch uind tunnel could te practically eliminated by
using a moderately large$are on the exit cone in conjunction with leakage introduced by cutting holes
in ihe em-icone somewhat aft of its minimum diameter.
INTRODUCTION
The wind tunnels which have been designed and budt within the last few years, both at the
Langley MemoriFLIAeronautiwd Laboratory and elsewhere, have been, to an increasing extent,
of the open-tlbroat type. This is due primariIy to the greater ease of mounting and observing
the models in this type of tunneL The earlier experiments on wind tunnels in this country
..- .—.
were made on tumda of the Venturi type, so that there is Iittle information available on which
to base the design of open-throat tunnels of the GtMingen type. The need for such data is
beconing more apparent as new tunnels are built in which it has been found difllcult to secure
the desired veIooity and to satisfactorily control the air strem passing across the test section.
In several open-throat tunnels violent pressure pulsations have been encountered. The exact
..—
cause of such pukationa is not yet d&itely understood; however, the conditions under which
pulsations are set up indicate that the phenomenon is very similar to the generation of ptisationa
in an organ pipe. Apparently the air in the jet aknately flows in and spilk out around the
..—
mouth of the exit oone, causing alternate regions of ocmpreasion and rarefaction in the exit cone
and return passage traveling around the tunnel at the speed of sound. This action is regenerative,
each compression wave in the exit cone causing more spilling, and vice versa, so that the pulsa-
-—
tions may become very violent.
Experiments on the air flow in an open-jet tumd to study the effect of various sizes, shapes,
and spacing of cones were recently made by the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
(Referenoe 1.) The application of these results is somewhat limited because certain variables
were not changed and because certain characteristics of the tunnel were not measured. Most
important among the variables which remained constant throughout the pretious investigation
was the amount of air leakage from the return passage back to the test section. Since a ocn-
siderable portion of the air which was taken in by the exit cone came from this source rather
—-—
than from the entrance cone, the optimum size of exit ocme and esit-cone flare there given
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would not be expected to apply to a tunnel having a dMerent amount of leakage. During those
tests no tendency toward puIsating flow waa observed, probably because of the large amount of
leakage.
Since the abov+mentioned tests were made, the variable density wind tunnel of the National
.4dviaory Committee for Aeronautics h= been redti~e.d ~d rebuilt as an OP~-~Oat t~el.
It WM possible to so design the tunnel that there would be practically no leakage. The exit cone
was made small in view of the fact that no space would be required to provide for the reentrance
of the leakage air, and also because it was thought that a large exit cone would tend to reduce the
velocity downstream in the test section, thus causing an objectionable downstream pressure
gradient. Very severe vibrations were encountered when the t~el wcs ~ op~ation ~~ch at
first were attributed. to the elasticity of the steel structure. During a visit to the labora~ry
Piofessor Lesley. of Stanford University became interested h the vibrations because of a similar
effect which had been.encountered in the Stxmford tunnel, There it was discovered accidentally
that objects protruding into the stream from the edge of the entrance cone reduced the pulaa-
-.
tions. A Similar experiment was made in the variable density tunnel by simply having four
men hold their hands so that they projected into the air stream about 6 inches at the mouth of the
entrance cone. This practically eliminated the most severe pulsations. Latsr eight metal tabs,
3 by 5% inches, were instalIed in the tunnel, These were foynd to be very satisfactory in reduc-
ing the vibrations..
With the object of comparing this method of re@@g the pulsations .With other Possible
methods, the present investigation was started. Dealing primfiy with air pulsations, it forms
a part of a larger research now in progress on the deeigq of open-throat wind tunnels. The inves-
tigation was conducted in the 6-inch&d tunnel of the National Ad&ory Committee for Aero-
nautim because of the comparative ease of constructing new parts for tid making modifications
to a small tunnel. The effect of the variables on the te4dency toward p@sa@g flow could not be
studied without regard to their eflect on the other important charactmjstics of the tunnel: The
investigation was therefore extended to include the @@s of variables which were not cm-wed
in the previous investigations on all of the importan~ characteristic of a wind tunnel. The
l.=
following are the important variables considered:
1. Flare of exit cone.
Z. Diameter of exit cone. ..
3. Obstructions St mouth of entrance cone..
4. Leakage from dMuser or return passage.
.
The effects of the above variables were studied with referen~ to the following character-
istic of the tunnel:
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
Tendency towaxd pulsating flow.
Energy ratio.
Downstream “pressuregradient.
Velocity distribution across the stream at the teat section.
Velocity outside of the stream at the &t section.
Velocity outside of the stream at the mouth of tbe exit cone.
APPARATUS
The. tunnel used in this investigation, known as the 6-iich *d t~el is shown diagram-
matically in Figure 1, and described in detail in references 1 and 2. During the present aeriss
of tests the diaineter of the jet was 61~a inches and the distance between the entrance cone and
exit-cone flare was one diameter (6% inches). The exit cone coneisted of a steel cone slightiy
over 3 feet long tapering from the variable minimum diameter to the propeller diameterj 12%
inches. The air was returned to the entrance cone through a single rectangular return passage
having guide vanes in the corners. Various shapes of eyit-cone flares of wood could be slipped
on over the mouth of the metaI exit cone. (Fig. 1,)
To study the effect of the exit-cone flare two types-were used, desi~atid Ft ~d Fs. Th=e)
together with a third type designated Fs apd later tested, are shown in Ij’@ure 2. FI was modeled
aftar the flare in the variabledensity tunnel and Fz and F8 were larger.
.-
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To study the effect of exit-cone diameter, exit cones with the various amounts of flare were
constructed having three different minimum diameters. The smallest one, designated El,
was modeled after the variable-densi tv tunnel cone. E, was three-sixteenth inch lar~er in
diameter and E3, the largest, was chosen “
to give the same divergence angle from
the mouth of the entrance cone to the
throat of the exit cone as that in the
propeIIer research tunnel of the Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics. Figure 2 is a scale drawing
of these cones giving the important
dimensions.
Small recta.qydar metaI tabs pro-
jecting into the stream from the mouth
of the entrance cone were aIso included
among the variabks because such ob-
structions in the mouth of the vari-
able-density tunnel had a tendency to
reduce the air pulsations. The effect of
eight tabs 3 inches wide and 5% inches
L3,2 m WS ~“ ho[es m f cenk-s
Exit cane fire
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FIGITEE 1.—Dlamremnno sectional elevation 04 the B-inch wfd tunnel
long had been vefied in the variable density tunnel; consequent.ly, soale modeIs of these tabs
were used in connection with these tests.
The fact that previous experiments wtich had been conductd on the same tunnel before
it was made air-tight, indicated no pressure pdsations led to the belief that a smaII leakage of air
.
T
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In&s diameter
between the return passage and the test section would have a
stabilizing dfect on the flow. Preliminary ~ were made to
study qualitatively the effects of Ieaks and to deterrnii6 what
leaks should be included in the systematic investigation. As a
r.aw.lt, two sets of holes were drilled in the exit cone between
the test section and the propeIIer and one&t of holes behind
the propeIIer in the center of the return passage. The invediga-
tion included tests with dillerent combination of these hoi=
opened, together with the various flmes and exit-cone diameters.
These leaks have been designated h, L,, L, l+, etc. The location
and size of each set of leaks is shown diagrammatically in
I?iie 1.
TESTS
With each set of conditions a set of runs was made to
determine the characteristk of the tunnel. The tendency to-
ward pdsating flow was measured, after adjusting the air speed
in tha tuDnel untfl the audible pulsations became loudest, by
taking a pressure-tie record on a recording photomanometer
connected to the return passage by means of a 4-inch length
of ~-inch tubing. The energy ratio was obtained by measur-
ing the power input to the &iv@ motor corresponding to a
given pressure head as measured on a mmometer which was .
connected to a static plate in the large part of the entrance -
cone. The veIocity distribution across the stream and the static
pressure gradient downstream were determined by means of a
small Pita&static tube and alcohol manometer.
A comparative figure indicating in a rough way the magnitude of the balance windage
corresponding to each set of conditions was obtained by me- of a hot-wire anemometer.
The hot tie was heId in position Corresponding to the balance in the variable densi~ turmel;
that is, 1 inch and 2 inches from the edge of the jet, 0.3 diameter from the entmmce cone edge.
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Readings to detemine spilling vqIocity were also taken
inch and 1 inch away from the edge of the exit cone flare.
RESULTS
FOR AERONAUTICS
with the hot wire held om+fourth
The results of the investigation are presented in the form of groups of curves so arranged
on one sheet that the curves in the vertic~ COhz.mm.mpr=ent ~~tant leak~e ~d variable
exit cone diameter and flare. The diameter and flam.~f the exit cone increase from the. top
of the sheet to the bottom. The curves in the hotioti~ GOIUmmrepresent difler@ degrees
of leakage beginning tith, minimum leakage at the left:, The last vertical column in Figur= 3
and 4 gives the results of the test with tabs on the mouth of the entrance cone.
.. -
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FIGURE &—Curves of statlo pmsura h par cent of dgnu.nfc pressure monaural at t@t ssctfon in the conk of the jet plotted verswdlstrmcs from
entrants cone in inok
In this manner, in Figure 3, the curves of static pressure in the center of the jet are plotted
against the distance from the mouth of the entrance.:cone in inches. The static pr=ure is
given in per cent of the. dynamic pressure at the teet. section so that the curves indicate the
variation in velocity along the stream as well as the buoyancy which may be expected on a
model. On each plot are aIso given numbers which represent the other characteristics of the
tunnel. Opposite E, R, is given the energy ratio of the tunnel; that is, the ratio of kinetic
energy of the air passing through the teat section in one second h the electrical.. input power to
the dtiving motor. Opposite S. V. two figures are gi%n which measure roughIy the spflling-”
velocity around the mouth of the exit cone in feet per second. The fit is the velocity one-fourth
inch outside of the outer lip of the exit cone and the second, 1 inch outside. The figures opposite
B. V/. are indicative of the balance windage. The figures indicate the air velocity in feet per
.
.,.
*
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FIGUEE 4.-Cumes of dynamic mssnre acrms 8fr .strenm at test seotfon YWSUSUistrmm from jet cfmter In indI= Tedcal Me Indlcstw
entmnca mne edge. Preszue remrd9 taken in mtnm ~ ti show ak pulsations
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second as rne~ured at points 1 inch and 2 inches, respectively, from the edge of the jet, 0.3
diameter aft of the edge of the. entrance cone. Opposite V. A. is given the average vibration
amplitude as measured on the photomanometer connected to read the static prwsure in the
return passage. The amplitude is expressed as a fraction of the dynamic pressure in the test
section.
In Figure ~-arranged in the same ‘order, are giv& the remdta of the dynamic prwsure
surveys across the air stream at the ,test section. The dynamic pressure as read from a P~tot-
static tube in per cent of the dynamic pressure at the center of the air stream is plotted against
Lhedistance from the center of the stream in inches. ‘I!he vertical lines on the graphs repreeent
the position of the edge of the entrance conee. On each plot is also given a part of the photo-
manometer record of the static pressure in the return passage.
Figure 5 gives the results of further investigations cordined to the smallest diameter exit
cone. The reeuhts produced by other Ieaks and by a larger flare, investigated with a view @
Xltl. ]’Ll:l-il’ II 1--1 I _l 1T--l-l l1.M -!-i KLi I,,
.—
Distance km en frmce can% rnches
FICHJS.X5.-43uIvE3 OfStatio IIrMSUrOand rob P&?SWOp~ r0c0rd9
solving the problem of pulsations in the variable density wind tunnel, are included, together with
other data already giv~, to complete the figure.
DISCUSSION
Exit-cone diameter,-The effect of exit-cone diameter on the characteristics of the tunneI,
as expected, depends to a great extent on the Ieak~~g of air from the return passage. An
examination of the &t vertical row of Figures 3 and 4 shows that from the shmdpoird of down-
stream static pressure gradient a small exit cone is desirable when the leakage is small, because
the large cones tend to reduce the veIocity and increase the static pressure downstream. With
a large amount of leakage the opposita is true, the increasing static pressure from the larger
cones tending to offset the head Iost in accelerating the leakage air as it is picked up by the jot.
Enlarging the exit cone has no other marked effect on _t>e characteristics of the tungeI exc~pt
to reduce the pulsatiom slightly when little leakage is present and lx-reduce the spilling veloclty
in some cases.
Exit-cone flare .—The effect of increasing the exikone flare is much the same as the effect
of increasing the exit+one diameter except that, with a small amount of leakage, increasing the
flare is much mor6 effective in reducing pulsations.
-.
. ..-
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Leakage from the return passage.—bakage has a very marked effect on all of the character-
istics except on the velocity distribution across the air stream. Leakage from any part of the
return passage between the propeller and the entrance cone, while having some beneficird effects
in some respects, produces, in all cases, a large reduction in energy ratio. k F~e 6 are given
curves of the energy ratio before and after the tunnel was made air-tight. I?reviotiy the tmel
was constructed of wood and although it was as air-tight as might be expected, a velocity survey
in the efit cone ahead of the propeller indicated that appreciably more air passed inti the
propeller than came out of the entrance cone. After lining the inside of the tunneI with doped
fabric the other curve of energy ratio in Figure 6 was obtained. The latter condition of the
tunneI is that designated as b throughout this report and represents a very smaJI amount of
leakage.
Three possible ressons w-e advanced for the effect of leakage on the air pulsations. First,
the leakage air forms a sort of cushion surrounding the jet, directing it uniformly into the center
of the exit cone. Second, the naturrd inflow of air around the jet, with leakage, is continuous,
whereas without leakage the inflow is apt to continue after the tunnel has become suf%ciently
filled, resulting in Iater spilling from the exit cone. Air pulsations would r-ult from a continu-
ous repetition of these events. Thirdl if vioIent p~ure
puhations should be set up in a Ieaking return passage,
a considerable amount of energy would be dissipated
by the air flowing back and forth through the leaks. They
woul~ thereforq have a damping action on the pulsations.
The results of these tests indicate. that the bene-
ficial effects of leakage maybe realized without sacficing
the energy ratio by pIac~g the leaks where the pressure
difference across them is low so that the energy Ioss will
be small. Introducing leaks in the exit cone ahead of
the propeIIer probably has another effect which may
partiaUy compensate for the energy dissipated in them.
Such Ieaks tend to remove the boundary layer aIong
the sides of the exit cone, thus stabilizing the flow and
increasing the efficiency of the exit cone as a di.fluser.
(Reference 3.) Figure 3 indicates thi effect, the Ieakg
h which consist of two rows of one-lourth inch holes Vefoa?y h m7es per *
spaced 1 inch apart near the mouth of the exit cone, Fmtxx 6.—Energg MO before and tier sealhg
when used with the smaller diameter exit cone and the
large flare, practically eliminated the pulsations and at the same time improved the energy ratio
sEghtIy. The same Ieakage with the kwger exit cone diameters was not sc effective in reducing
the pdsations, because a smaller amount of air was discharged through the hoIes.
Entrance-cone tabs.—Tabs or obsh-uctions at the mouth of the entrance cane, such as
those used in the variable density tunneI, need not be considered es a practical means of reduc-
ing pulsations. Not only are the other characteristics of the tunnel imparied, as shown in the
upper right-hand pIot of Figures 3 and 41 but the pulsations me not sufficiently reduced.
Tendency toward pulsating flow.-The pdsating flow may sometimes be eliminated or
reduced by changing the air speed in the tunneL During these tests it was found that the pulsa-
t.ionsexisted over a considerable portion of the speed range. Above the speed at which the records
were taken the pulsations practically ceased and then came in again at a higher speed with twice
the original frequency. The frequency of the p~~at,ions apparently depends on the size of the
tunnel and not on the speed of the tunnel propeIler. The records given in Figure 4 show a pul-
sation frequency of 79 cycles per second, whereas the propeller speed varied from one test to
another between 48 and 58 r. p.s. Should the tunneI air speed be veriabIe or should the puhting
flow not come at the speed at which tests are made, it is stilI desirable to design new tunneIs so
that this &fEcuIty wilI not be encountered. Tbia may be accomplished by simpIy providing a
rather Iarge exit cone and fkwe if the return paasage leaks considerably, the size of the exit cone
—-_
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depending on the amount of leakage present, If the tunnel passages are @r-tight the tendency
toward pulsating flow may best be avoided by protifig holes in the tit cone slightIy behind ‘- ‘- ‘–
its mouth or bell L4, fig. 1) and using an tit cone kdg a l~ge flue and an O~Y slightly
larger diameter tha~ the entrance cone.
Downstream pressure grad.ient.-Thia characteristic of a tunnel, while not always of great
importance, is here considered because of its.effect on testing airships and because it indicates the
uniformity of the velocity downstream. The static pressure in the center of the jet at the mouth
of the entrance cone was k all cases higher tha the PmSSWe Of the air surroun~g the jet bY
more than 10 per cent of the dynamic pressure. Fromlhie point aft the pressure in the stream
dropped at a rats which increased with the amount of leak~e. The lwger flMW ~d efit cone
diametwe caused the pressure to rise again as the air approached the exih cone. Therefore, if
the amount of leakage is very small, the most. uniform static pressure may be scoured by using a
smaIl exit cone and small ffare. If a large amount of leakage is present, ik is necgssary to usc R
large exit cone and flare to secure a reasonably uniform static pressure. .Thy. large static pressure
near the mouth of the. entrance cons ~d the res~ting ?@h gra~!nt is..ProbablY cha7acteristi!
of the rather short entrsme cone. —
Velocity distribution amoss the air stream~--The d~~c pressure s~&s””@en in Figure” ““- -.
.+
4 were taken across the stream at the position at which models are usually placed, i. o., 30 per
cent of the opening behind the mouth of the entiama cone. The rm~ts show that at t~.
diameter the velocity distribution is little changed by &y of the variables considered cxcipt by “” - “ ‘>’
the tabs which were placed on the .sntrance cme. . The velocity distribution is undOub~~W
detm&ined primarily by the shape of the entrance cone, form of the return passage, and position
of the honoyc.omb. All of the surveys show a peculiar high velocity region just inside of the edge
of the jet. Otherwise the dynamic pressure is reasonably uniform aoross the test section under
alI conditions.
Energy ratio,—The ~nergy ratios based on electrical power input to the motor varied
between 1.42 and 0.79. The lowest energy ratio was obtained when the tabs were used on the
entrance cone. When leaks were introduced in the return passage the energy ratio was reduced
about 40 per cent; otherwise variations in the energy ratio were small.
Spilling velocity.-The figures (opposite S. V. in ~. 3 ~d @ representing velocity in feet
per second outside of the .exi.t-cone flare, show the difference between the various arrangements
in regard to air disturbances around_the exit cone. T4Q.@ ilolv.in this. region was found to be
very unsteady and dif6cult to measure so that these &urss s.ho~d be taken OKJYss a rough _“ ‘
comparison between different conditions. They show, however, a definita tendenoy toward
lower spilling velocities as the exit cone diameter and flare are increased and an even more.
marked reduction as the amount of leakage iE incretsd
Balanoe windage,-The balance windage, like the spilling velocity, is expressed by Iigures
indicating rou@ly the velocity in feet per second, which may be expected in the region of the
balance. These measurements were diillcult to maim.and appear to be somewhat erratic: In
-.
general, it appeaxs that the balance windage WWbe coggiderably reduced by the introduction of
leakage. In any particular tunnel the balance windage depends on other factom, such as the
position of the balance and the shape of the test chamber, so that these r=uIts sho~d not be .
taken as applying. to all open-throat tunnels.
CONCLUSIONS.
Throughout this series of tests only those variables were investigated which were believed to
have an immediate effect on pulsations in the air flow. All of the results may not be applicable
to other typea of open-throat tunnels, but the foIlowing conclusions will probabIy always be true:
1. Air pulsation in open-throat tunnels maybe practic@ly &minatsd by introducing leaks
. .
between the return passage, or exit tune, and the test section if a large flare is used on the exit
cono
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2. Leakage from the return passage may cause a large reduction in the energy ratio. How-
ever, if the Ieakage is from a point near the mouth of the exit cone, where the pressure differ- ——
ence is smalI, the Ioss in energy is negligible.
3. The veIocity distribution across the stream at the test section is littIe tiected by either
leakage or shape and size of the exit cone.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL &iEONAUTICa LABOEATOEY,
hTAmoNm ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., &ptem6er 26, 1928.
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